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The signalbox at Brighton Beach contains the last power frame in use in Victoria and is seen here on the recent SRS
tour. The box, and its GRS Model 4A frame, was brought into service on 19 December 1926, replacing a mechanical box
at the Up end of the station near the footbridge. For many years the signalbox at Brighton Beach was only switched in
for emergencies - No 1 Road and the sidings were retained but not used for stabling stock to avoid graffiti damage. More
recently the sidings were used to carry out the VICERS project and the box was regularly switched. Security fencing
has now been provided and the signalbox is now switched in twice daily to provide access to the sidings. As a
consquence the box has been refurbished with a new kitchenette, water cooler, air conditioning, carpet, etc. Above the
frame is the large illuminated diagram. This takes the form of a rivetted mild steel case in which the paper diagram is
sandwiched between two sheets of glass. Illumination is by household type electric bulbs. These are normally illumi-
nated and are extinguished when a train is occupying the track circuit. Needless to say the diagrams run extremely hot!
Photo: Andrew Waugh
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY 16 SEPTEMBER, 2011,
AT THE SURREY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE, 1 BEDFORD AVENUE, SURREY HILLS

Present: � Wilfrid Brook, Brett Cleak, Glenn Cumming,  Graeme Dunn, Vance Findlay, Michael Formaini, Ray
Gomerski, Chris Gordon, Bill Johnston, Chris King, Tony Kociuba, Keith Lambert, David Langley, Steve
Malpass, Tom Murray, Brian Sherry, Peter Silva, David Stosser, Damien Thomas and Andrew Waugh.

Apologies: � Graeme Cleak, Steven Dunne, Judy Gordon, Greg O�Flynn, Laurie Savage, Stuart Turnbull, Andrew
Wheatland and Bob Whitehead.
The President, Mr. David Langley, took the chair & opened the meeting @ 20:06 hours.

Minutes of the July 2011 Meeting: � Accepted as published.  Vance Findlay / Graeme Dunn.  Carried.
Business Arising: �  Nil.
Correspondence: �  Conditions of hire from Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre for the hire of the meeting room.

Acceptance of conditions of hire was sent to Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre.
Letter to Bill Uren at Metro Trains seeking permission for the Signal Box tour on Saturday 17 September
2011. Tony Kociuba  / Bill Johnston.  Carried.

Reports: � Glenn Cumming reported on final plans for the signal box tour on the Frankston and Sandringham
Lines tomorrow.

General Business: � Keith Lambert provided details about various works in the Metropolitan District.  A summary of
the discussion follows: �
* Track and signal alterations at Westall are running late and are now expected to be commissioned in

December 2011.
* A new Signal Box and six new stabling sidings will be commissioned at Craigieburn in October 2011.
* Connections from the stabling sidings to the Werribee Line at Newport South are expected to be

commissioned in November 2011.
* The new works between Keon Park � South of South Morang are expected to be commissioned in

November 2011.
* The electrification between Sydenham � Sunbury is expected to be commissioned in April 2012.
* Work on the grade separation at Mitcham Railway Station will commence in mid 2012.
* Planning has commenced for the proposed grade separation at Springvale Railway Station.
Andrew Waugh tabled a train register book from the South Maitland Railway Signal Box at Mount Dee
circa 1950�s � 1960�s.
Brett Cleak provided details about various works.  A summary of the discussion follows: �
* Laverton Loop works have been deferred until 2012.
* Manor Loop works have been deferred until 2012.
* Commissioning of the additional track between North Geelong � Gheringhap has been deferred until

2012.
* Alterations at Gheringhap will be undertaken next weekend.
Vance Findlay provided a description of the current condition of the Maribyrnong River Line. Vance
Findlay described arrangements at Maribyrnong River junction for the provision of the additional
tracks for the Regional Rail Link project.
Chris King noted that the 2012 edition of �Melway� shows a proposed railway line from the Regional
Rail Link to Beveridge.
David Langley spoke about the recent passing of SRSV Member Don Harrison.

Syllabus Item: -  The President introduced SRSV Secretary Glenn Cumming to present the Syllabus Item.
Glenn presented a �test run� of a presentation on the subject of Staff and Ticket that had been prepared
for a future meeting of the ARE and the ARHS.
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The presentation was in two parts.  The first part featured a PowerPoint slide show discussing Staff and
Ticket working around Australia with emphasis on the working in Victoria using Wood�s Lock Staff
equipment.  The second part featured a demonstration of the operation of Staff and Ticket equipment
using a Train Staff, Master Key, ticket Box and Staff Lock with Member�s encouraged to try their hand at
operating the equipment.
At the completion of the Syllabus Item, The President thanked Glenn for the entertainment & this was
followed by acclamation from those present.

Meeting closed at 21:55 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 18 November, 2011 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre,
Bedford Avenue, Surrey Hill, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 33/11 to WN 39/11 and ETRB A circulars. The alterations have been
edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

31.05.2011 Gembrook (A8/11)
On Tuesday, 31.5., a point indicator was provided for the Down end main line points. The point indica-
tor is mounted on the Up side of Post 2 (Up Home) at a height of approximately 16 feet. It works in
conjunction with the WSa operated points. The point indicator is electrically lit (incandescent globe). The
Up Home was converted to a LED fitting.

09.08.2011 Deer Park West - Boral Resource Siding (TON 196/11, WN 32)
On Tuesday, 9.8., the Boral Resource Siding was booked out of use due to poor sleeper condition. Points
9 were secured normal.

12.08.2011 Melton (TON 201/11, WN 32)
On Friday, 12.8., Siding A was booked out of service due to infrequent use. Points 25 have been secured
out of use by electrically disabling the point machine and locking the operating levers.

12.08.2011 Ballarat East (TON 200/11, WN 32)
On Friday, 12.8., the Turntable Road at Ballarat East was booked back into service for a Steamrail special.
The road is on a new alignment. TON 151/11 is cancelled.

12.08.2011 Ballarat (TON 202/11 & 203/11, WN 32)
On Friday, 12.8., No 10 Road was restored to use and the baulks removed. TON 153/11 is cancelled. No 8
Road now has 351m standing room, and No 9 Road 309m.

15.08.2011 Ballarat East (TON 204/11, WN 32)
On Monday, 15.8., the Turntable Road at Ballarat East was booked out of service to allow construction
activity.

15.08.2011 Castlemaine (TON 205/11, WN 32)
On Monday, 15.8., Thompson Siding was booked out of service due to infrequent use. Points 27 have
been secured normal.

(16.08.2011) Newport (SW 305/11, WN 32)
The alterations described in SW 299/11 were not completed and No 1 Workshops Lead will remain out
of service. Points 614, 618, and 621 were secured normal. Baulks were provided on No 1 Workshops Lead
at the gates. The route from NPT 714 to the Down platform via Crossover 617 was inhibited.
The co-acting signal NPT721P was not installed.

(16.08.2011) Beaufort (SW 98/11 & 99/11, WN 32)
The healthy state lights at Shirley Rd (167.766 km) were abolished and the yellow (predictor) whistle
boards were replaced with white boards. Amend Diagram 76/11 (Wendouree - Beaufort).

(16.08.2011) Bridgewater (SW 99/11, WN 32)
Diagram 126/11 (Bridgewater) replaced 66/11 as in service.

(16.08.2011) Swan Hill (SW 99/11, WN 32)
Diagram 128/11 (Swan Hill) replaced 56/11 as in service.

(16.08.2011) Albion - Broadmeadows (SW 308/11, WN 32)
Diagram 29/11 (Albion - Broadmeadows) replaced 57/07 in conjunction with ARTC passing lane works.

(16.08.2011) Dandenong - Hallam (SW 310/11, WN 32)
Diagram 61/11 (Dandenong - Hallam) replaced 131/10 as in service.

16.08.2011 Hopetoun (TON 210/11, WN 33)
On Tuesday, 16.8., the main line was booked out of use from 410.121 km to the end of line at 410.291 km
to allow the construction of a loading platform at 410.200 km.

17.08.2011 Mildura - Oil Siding (TON 211/11, WN 33)
On Wednesday, 17.8., the Mildura Oil Siding was booked out of use due to sleeper condition.

21.08.2011 Springvale (SW 314/11, WN 33)
On Sunday, 21.8., Crossover 59 was equipped with Westinghouse M23A dual control point machines.
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22.08.2011 Lalor (SW 311/11, WN 33)
On Monday, 22.8., Home LAL103 was converted to a LED signal. The existing level crossing equipment
at Paschke Cres were equipped with new boom mechanisms and LED flashing lights. The pedestrian
boom barriers were replaced with gates.

(23.08.2011) Colac (SW 105/11, WN 33)
Operating Procedure 64C (Colac Maintenance Siding) was reissued and SW163/10 is cancelled. The
operating procedures for use of the siding were amended: use of the siding will be notified by a Train
Operations Notice, a points banner will be used when the siding is in use, and a speed restriction will be
imposed when the siding is in use.
The points banner is a standard trailable points banner and is situated on the Down side of the line at the
points. It will be removed when the siding is not in use to stable track machines.

25.08.2011 Creswick (SW 102/11 & 103/11, WN 33)
On Thursday, 25.8., the passive level crossings at Johns Rd (176.681 km) and Australasia Rd (177.594 km)
were equipped with boom barriers operated by a predictor. Trains travelling at more than 50 km/h at
the predictor boards may accelerate before entering the crossing. Remote monoitoring equipment is
provided.

26.08.2011 Belgrave (NG) (A12/11)
The Up Outer Home has been restored to use, but it can only be operated from the Belgrave frame. All
other points and signals at Belgrave East are out of use, and Belgrave East lever 10 is secured reverse.
Access to the loop siding is only available from the Belgrave end.

(30.08.2011) Camberwell (SW317/11, WN 34)
The operating restriction in SW171/08 was cancelled, and shunting movements are permitted to be
made towards X Line beyond CAM331. The Signaller must sleeve Points 243 normal prior to the shunt-
ing movement being made, and they must remain sleeved until the shunting movement has been
signalled in the Up direction.

31.08.2011 Terang (SW 107/11, WN 34)
On Wednesay, 25.8., the passive level crossing at Dalvui Lane (217.764 km) was equipped with boom
barriers operated by a predictor. Trains travelling at more than 50 km/h at the predictor boards may
accelerate before entering the crossing. Remote monoitoring equipment is provided.
Diagram 101/11 (Camperdown - Terang) replaced 26/11.

03.09.2011 North Dynon (SW 109/11, WN 34)
On Saturday, 3.9., Dwarf DYN96 was replaced by a new mast at the same location with LED heads.
Dwarfs DYN90, DYN92, DYN94, and DYN98 were fitted with LED heads. The point machine on Points 95
was replaced.

03.09.2011 Bairnsdale (SW 108/11, WN 34)
On Saturday, 3.9., the existing road traffic active advance warning signs at Princes Hwy (270.944 km)
were altered to operate concurrently with the boom barriers. The notice boards for stopped trains at the
Down Home and for Up trains departing from the Up end of the Bosworth Rd sidings were abolished.
Diagrem 132/11 (Bairnsdale) replaced 100/11.

06.09.2011 Mooroopna (SW 110/11, WN 35)
On Tuesday, 6.9., the flashing lights at Riverview Rd (177.951 km) was equipped with boom barriers
operated by the existing predictor. Trains travelling at more than 50 km/h at the predictor boards may
accelerate before entering the crossing. Remote monoitoring equipment is provided. Amend Diagram
64/11 (Mooroopna - Shepparton).

07.09.2011 Maryborough (SW 111/11, WN 35)
On Wednesday, 7.9., the predictor at Denherts Rd (217.862 km) was adjusted so that trains travelling at
more than 50 km/h at the predictor boards may accelerate before entering the crossing. The predictor
boards were replaced by boards described in Book of Rules, Section 36, Rule 8. Amend Diagram 38/10
(Maryborough).

11.09.2011 Caulfield - Carnegie (SW 285/11, 291/11, & 334/11, WN 29, 30, & 36)
On Sunday, 11.9., traffic light co-ordination was provided at Grange Road.

11.09.2011 Ormond (SW 330/11, WN 36)
On Sunday, 11.9., the temporary circuit alterations to inhibit the selection of stopping mode for Down
trains at North Rd were removed. North Rd will now operate in both stopping and express modes. SW
134/09 is cancelled.

(13.09.2011) Warracknabeal - Warrackside (SW 113/11, WN 36)
Operating Procedure 77A for Warracknabeal and Warrackside was altered and reissued. The changes are:
* the addition of a description of the signalling at Warracknabeal
* the indication of the status of Warracknabeal when attended and unattended
* the addition of instructions for crossing trains
* updated procedures for the operation of Warrackside following the alterations at Henty Hwy (SW 74/

Continued on page 108
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Chris Gordon has kindly forwarded some corrections to the diagram of
Newport published in the last issue of Somersault. They corrections
mainly concern the aspects shown by the signals.
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DISTANT SIGNALS AT OFF

Andrew Waugh

Imagine you are driving a train in Victoria and are ap-
proaching a station. The distant is off. How are you to in-
terpret this aspect? Until 1987, the Rulebook is of no help as
it does not define the meaning of a distant when off (it does
not define an �off� meaning for any two position signal)
For those familiar with British signalling texts the mean-
ing should be �all the home signals in advance on the main
route through the station are at clear�. But for most of the
life of the Victorian Railways this interpretation would be
wrong. Depending on the period and location, a clear dis-
tant in Victoria could mean �the next home signal is at
clear, but no information is given about the route or subse-
quent home signals�, �the route is clear and the train can
proceed into the next section, but no information is given
about the route�, or �the main route is clear and the train
can proceed into the next section�. The following article is
put together from hints taken from a large number of
sources. It is should be largely correct, but it can not be
taken as definitive by any means, and the author would be
glad to receive additional information.

The distant as a simple repeater

When interlocking was introduced in Victoria in the mid
1870s, it appears that the distant was treated as a simple
warning of the home signals immediately in advance of it.

The earliest locking sketches show that the interlock-
ing on the distant signal was simple: a single distant signal
was provided and the distant signal lever was released by
any of the home signals immediately in advance of it. It
was not released by any of the subsequent home signals.
So, at a normal double line block post, the distant signal
could be cleared if the home signal was clear but the start-
ing signal was at danger. At a junction, the distant signal
could be cleared for any of running routes - so a clear dis-
tant signal did not give any routing information. This prin-
ciple even extended to crossing loops, the distant could be
cleared when the route was set for either the main line or
the loop.

Rule 65 in the May 1885 Rulebook stated that �The Home
Signal lever in interlocking apparatus precedes the Dis-
tant, so that a Distant arm cannot be lowered until after the
Home...� This rule appeared in the September 1891 edition
with �Home� signal replaced by �Home or Junction� sig-
nals, and was altered in the July 1898 edition to be �Home,
Junction, or Directing� signals. Rule 65 disappeared in the
1907 rulebook. Junction signals were a group of signals
applying to multiple routes at a junction, and directing
signals were a group of signals applying to multiple routes
within a station. This rule supports the evidence from the
interlocking sketches that a distant signal could be cleared
for any running route at a signalbox.

However, the evidence for the distant signal being clear
while subsequent homes were at stop is mixed. Rule 121 in
the 1885 Rulebook stated, in part, that �...So long as the
Starting Signals stand at Danger, the Home and Distant
Signals must also be kept at Danger, except on the near
approach of a train which has to stop at the Station, when,
after the speed of the train has been reduced so as to admit
of its stoppage at the platform, the Home Signal may be
taken off to admit the train...� This rule remained in the
Rulebook until the 1907 issue when it was replaced by the
British derived rule: �When the Starting Signal is at Dan-
ger, the Home Signal must not be lowered for an approach-
ing train until the train is close to the Home Signal, and has

been brought quite, or nearly to a stand at it.�. Requiring
the home signal to be at danger implicitly requires the
distant signal also to be at danger.

On the face of it, these rules support the modern inter-
pretation of a distant signal - and implies that even though
the interlocking allowed the distant to be clear with the
starting signal on, the signalmen operated the signals in
such a way that the distant would only be clear if all the
signals in advance were off. The complication, however,
was that the Victorian rulebook, then and later, defined a
starting signal as a signal that only controlled entry into the
block section. A signal that, for example, controlled move-
ment over a set of points was not a starting signal, even
though it might also control entry into the block section.
This meant that many stations did not have starting sig-
nals, and hence Rule 121 would not technically have ap-
plied to them.

There is some evidence that irrespective of whether
Rule 121 applied, Signalmen did clear the distant signal
even though only the home signal was at clear. After the
1910 Beaufort accident (where a train ran away down Beau-
fort bank and crashed into the buffers of a dead end siding),
the signal engineer noted that the distant was off with the
home clear for the loop and the disc for the move from the
loop into the siding.

In summary, it is clear that prior to c1910 the distant
generally could be cleared for any running route (there
were a few exceptions). It is possible that the distant could
be cleared even though the route was not clear through the
station. Certainly, the interlocking would allow it, but it is
not clear if the rules prevented the signalman from doing
this. Where starting signals were provided, the rules effec-
tively prohibited the signalman from clearing the distant
unless all the signals in the route were cleared. It is unclear,
however, if the Department interpreted this rule literally,
or considered �starting signal� to apply to any signal apply-
ing into the section ahead.

Splitting distants

Although the normal practice in Victoria was the provi-
sion of a single distant from each approaching direction,
there were a small number of locations where splitting
distants were provided. In the 1908 Book of Signals, these
were South Yarra, Jolimont Junction, Flinders Street A (from
the viaduct), Viaduct Junction (also from the Viaduct),
Footscray, North Geelong A, Carlsruhe, and Heathcote Junc-
tion The splitting distants at Flinders Street A off the via-
duct were unusual. The Home arrival signals from the via-
duct on the Market St signalbridge were grouped 2 or 3
arms per doll. One distant was provided for each group
(doll).

Exactly why these locations gained splitting distants is
not known. In 1908 the signal engineer, in commenting on
the new issue of the UK Board of Trade requirements for

(Opposite) The locking sketch for Waubra Junction around 1892
showing the locking practice at the time. The distant signals are
released by the either of the home signals in advance, but not by
the home signals at the departure end of the statioin (e.g. distant 1
is released by home 2 - to the main line - or home 3 - to the loop, but
not by any of the homes (4 to 7) leading to the Maryborough or
Waubra lines). With regard to Rule 121, none of the homes con-
trolling the departure of trains from Waubra Junction were start-
ing signals as they all controlled movements over points.
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passenger railways, noted that �At important running junc-
tions [in Victoria] which are interlocked, separate distant
signals for each home signal are not provided at Brighton
Beach, Williamstown Racecourse Junction, Burrumbeet Park
Junction, Redesdale Junction, Coleraine Junction and
Timboon Junction�. (VPRS421P0 Unit 281 File 25/20782.
File 08/9107) This tends to imply that the policy was to
provide splitting distants at �important running junctions�.
However, it is not clear why, for example, North Mel-
bourne, North Bendigo Junction or Ringwood, were not
considered important running junctions.

These splitting distants in the central Melbourne area
were removed with the provision of three position signal-
ling, starting with South Yarra in 1915 and ending with
Footscray in 1927. In the country, the splitting distants were
removed in the late 1930s - North Geelong A in 1937 and
Carlsruhe and Heathcote Junction in 1938.

Indicating that the route through the interlocking is clear

In September 1908, the signal engineer in commenting on
the 1908 UK BoT requirements stated �As a rule [in Victo-
ria] the distant can be lowered when the home signal to
which it applies has been lowered - the interlocking, how-
ever, is now being altered, as far as practicable, to prevent
the signalman lowering the distant signal until the home
and starting signals in advance of it have been first low-
ered.�

It is clear that this policy was generally adopted by the
Department, for locking sketches of the 1910 era show that
frames were being altered so that the distant signal levers
were released by all the home signals in advance. By the
mid 1920s the expectation was that the distant signal would
be locked in this way. In 1927, for example, the Block &
Signal Inspector noted that the Up distant signals at North
Bendigo were not interlocked with the starting signal. The
cost of adding this interlocking was estimated at £26, and it
was noted that the Down distant was similarly not inter-
locked with the starting signals. However in this case, the
Down Starting for the Eaglehawk line was also the Down
Home for the McCrae St gates and effective control could
only be provided by electrical means at a cost of several
hundred pounds. This was not considered worthwhile, but
the alteration to the Up distants was carried out by October
1928. On the other hand, in 1932 it was noticed that the Up
distant signal at Warrenheip was not interlocked with the
Geelong line starting signal, and even though the District
Superintendent considered that the cost (£48) was justified
to safeguard the working of trains, the Transportation
Branch decided that, as the regulations required the distant
signal only be cleared when the signals in advance had
been cleared, the interlocking alteration was not a priority
and should only be put in hand when funds were available.
Instead, a special instruction was issued  to the SM re the
working of the distant. Odd locations were still being al-
tered in the late thirties; the distants at Traralgon were
altered for £8 in July 1936, and the Down Distant at Reser-
voir in November 1937.

There was no change at this time, however, in the policy
of the distant signal applying to more than one route. So,
for example, at a crossing station on a single line the dis-
tant signal continued to apply to both the main line and the
crossing loop, and was released by either the homes through
the main line or through the loop. It is hard to imagine the
circumstances where the signalman would clear all the sig-
nals through the loop, including the distant, but the lock-
ing allowed this. The consequence of releasing the distant
by all the homes in any route required some very complex
locking on tappet frames. At Frankston, for example, the

Up distant originally could be cleared via No 1 Road (Back
Platform), No 2 Road, or No 3 Roads.

At locations where the station was controlled by two
boxes (such as Benalla) slotting or controls were not pro-
vided between the two boxes, and a clear distant still did
not indicate that the route was clear through the station. A
special instruction was added to the Air Brake Orders of
the General Appendix noting that at these stations, a clear
distant only implied that the road was clear into the sta-
tion. Order 8 clause c first appeared in the 1919 General
Appendix and stated:

Drivers and Guards or Trains when approaching the
Stations specified hereunder must clearly understand
that where a Signal is exhibited at the Fixed Signals
(or Signals) to give them permission to enter such
Signal simply gives permission to run into, but not
through, the Station; and they must therefore be
prepared to stop at the Station unless the Signals
applicable to the Line on which they are running
are exhibited, giving them permission to leave the
Station at the other end.

By the 1928 General Appendix, the eliptical reference to
fixed signals had been replaced by �where a Signal is ex-
hibited at the Distant Signal to given them permission to
enter...� The list of stations varied over time, but included
Ararat, Ballarat, Benalla, Bendigo, Caulfield, Clifton Hill,
Dandenong, Geelong, Korong Vale, Maryborough,
Oakleigh, Seymour, Stawell and Wodonga. Two locations
where this rule applied, even though only one box control-
led the yard was Serviceton (around 1953) and Frankston
(Up direction only) from around 1936.

In summary, after c1910, the policy was that distant
signals could be cleared for any running route through an
interlocking, but a clear distant indicated that the route
through the interlocking was clear. The exception to this
rule was at locations where a station was worked by two
signalboxes where it only indicated that the route was set
to arrive into the station.

Multiple routes at crossing stations

In 1922 the Australian Railway Commissioners agreed in
their annual conference that at crossing stations on single
lines the distant signal should only be cleared if the route
was set along the main line. This change in policy was
adopted in Victoria and it was decided that, to reduce cost,
the interlockings were to be altered when other changes
were being effected.

This caused a couple of problems. The minor problem
was where the platform was on the loop. Regulation 63
required �Whenever the Distant Signal is at Danger, the
Stop Signal must be exhibited at the Home Signal, except
when a train has passed the Distant Signal, in which case,
provided the Line is clear, the Proceed Signal may be ex-
hibited at the Home Signal only, to allow the train to pass.�
Where the platform was on the loop, this meant that the
home and distant had to be kept on for a stopping train

(Opposite) The box diagram for Korumburra in 1929. The pulls
shown that the Down distant, lever 88, can be cleared for moves to
either the Leongatha (main) or Outtrim (branch) lines routed
either via No 1 (platform) or No 2 (main) roads. On the Up, distants
1 (branch) and 4 (main line) could be cleared for either the plat-
form or straight roads. The Outtrim line distant 1 was subse-
quently fixed, probably in 1949. Korumburra was at a summit of
the line and Distants 1 and 88 were probably regularly used avoid
trains sticking on the grades. This frame was provided in 1915
and would reflect locking practice at that time.
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until the train was quite close to the home signal. This
mostly affected the NE line where a large number of sta-
tions were on the loop, and there was a long campaign in
that district to get this decision reversed.

In March 1925 the Seymour Fuel Conservation Com-
mittee suggested that the distant be restored to operate for
No 1 Rd (platform loop) as well as No 2 Rd (main line) at
Longwood, Barnawatha, and Chiltern. The S&T Engineer
responded by stating that this was a decision of the Com-
missioners and that if an indication was required for No 1
Road a splitting distant would need to be provided. The
Rollingstock Branch was informed in June 1925 that as the
speed of the train had to be reduced to 25 mph when pass-
ing over the diverging route at the points, very little coal
would be saved if the suggestion was adopted. In the same
month the DS Seymour proposed in his list of works for
the 1925-6 loan bill that the distant signals at Longwood,
Chiltern, and  Barnawatha be allowed to clear for both No
1 and 2 Roads. The District B&S Inspector supported this,
but instead of the coal saving, stated that this was affecting
train running as trains signalled to the platform had to be
checked at the home signal. He proposed that where Driv-
ers could see the Homes from the Distant signal, they could
tell which road was set from the stepping of the Home
signal. Where the home signal could not be seen from the
distant, separate distant arms should be applied for each
route. The B&S Inspector was backed up by the DS. The
matter was considered at the Block and Signal Inspectors
Conference Meeting on 28 September but the members
agreed that the Commissioner�s decision should not be
disturbed.

In October 1933 the Drivers were complaining that at
Bungaree - another station with the platform on the loop -
the homes were being pulled off before the train passed
the distant signal, contrary to Regulation 63. Head Office
had a bob each way with the Signalmen being instructed
that they had to observe Regulation 63, but that the Home
had to be placed to proceed immediately the train passed
the distant signal. This must have been hard to judge at
Bungaree!

In the opposite direction, in November 1933 the NE
District Superintendent and B&S Inspector suggested that
the signalmen at Springhurst, Locksley, Creighton,
Balmattum, Baddaginnie, and Benalla A (i.e. locations where
the locking had not been altered at the distant still applied
through both the main and loop) be instructed that when
an express train is to be run through No 1 Road instead of
the normal straight road, the signalman should keep the
distant at stop so that it will be an indication to the crew
that the speed of the train is to be reduced to allow a hand
staff exchange.

Uniformity of Application

The major problem with the decision in 1922 to only alter
the distant locking at crossing stations when other under-
taking other locking alterations was that uniformity suf-
fered. As early as July 1924 a joint report was compiled on
the uniformity of signalling, which included the question
of distant signals on the NE line. Unfortunately, it is not
known exactly what was recommended in this report, but
nothing appeared to happen. By the mid thirties it appears
that concerns were becoming serious enough to warrant
expenditure.

In February 1934 the CEW&W informed the Traffic
Branch that distant signals continued to apply to both the
straight and loop roads at the following NE stations: Avenel,
Creighton, Baddaginnie, Benalla, Locksley, Balmattum,
Springhurst, and Bowser. The locking alteration to make

them apply only for the main line could be carried out
immediately at an estimated cost of £40 for the eight sta-
tions involved (each or total?), and this was recommended.
The CEW&W also provided a list of all the other stations
(i.e. not on the NE line) where the locking alteration had
not been applied (unfortunately this list was not given in
the precise). The Traffic Branch responded that it was rec-
ommended that the locking be altered at the six northeast-
ern stations immediately except for Benalla and Bowser.
Benalla need not be altered as the clear distant only indi-
cated that the road was clear into the station, not through,
and Bowser was purely a junction (i.e. not a single line
crossing station). The necessary alterations were completed
on 26 September 1934.

In late 1935 consideration was being given to the provi-
sion of automatic staff exchangers at Benalla. The Traffic
Branch were opposed to their provision. They considered
that as Benalla was controlled by two signalboxes the dis-
tant did not indicate a through run through the station, and
so the speed of approaching trains was restricted by the
distance the departure signals could be seen as the driver
had to be going slow enough to be able to stop at the de-
parture signals. The provision of exchange apparatus would
require alterations to ensure that the distant signals could
only be cleared if the route was clear through the station,
which would require motor operation, which, �in turn,
would prohibit their use for trains arriving in No 1 Plat-
form Road. It would also prevent the distant signals being
used for any stopping train resulting in a loss off at least
two minutes to every such train.� Despite this opposition,
the locking was altered on 2 December 1936. One conse-
quence of this alteration was that it was necessary to roster
two signalmen on duty on Sunday (previously one man
had worked both boxes).

In August 1935 the Down Distant at Redesdale Junction
was relocked at a cost of £8, at the suggestion of the Way
and Works branch, to prevent it from being cleared for the
branch line.

In May 1937 a joint report was prepared by Messrs Jones
(Signal & Telegraph Engineer), Stamp (Superintendent of
Locomotive Running), and Baynes (Safeworking Officer)
on distant signals at junction stations. They concluded that
�Considerable variation exists in both the form and the
application of distant signals at diverging junctions, as will
be seen from the following list of junctions on the north
eastern line: Broadmeadows, Heathcote Junction, Tallarook,
Mangalore, Benalla, Bowser, Springhurst, and Wodonga.
With the introduction of higher speeds the importance of
clear and consistent signalling becomes more evident, and
we are of the opinion that the two arm [i.e. splitting] dis-
tant signals at diverging junctions should be replaced by
single arm signals applying to the main high speed route
only. If this recommendation is approved it is suggested
that the North eastern line be dealt with first, Wodonga,
where there are two signal-boxes, to be treated similarly
to Benalla when tracklocking is installed.� This was agreed
to, and the necessary alterations were completed by De-
cember 1938.

It is known that the distant signals at other boxes, typi-
cally on high speed lines, were similarly treated in late
1937 and early 1938 to provide a single distant signal appli-

(Opposite) The box diagram for Frankston in 1959. Neither dis-
tant gives any indication as to the route set up - both the Up and
the Down Distants could be cleared via either No 1 (back platform)
or No 2 (main platform) roads. The pulls for the route via No 3
Road show that the distant could be originally cleared for that road
as well! The lack of routing information was despite the fact that
the station was approached by a steep falling grade on the Up.
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cable to the main line. This included Ararat A and B in
October 1937, Ballarat C and D in November 1937, Lilydale
in March 1938, and Carlsruhe (splitting distant) in May1938.

Around 1938 it appears that concerns were raised about
the braking distances between distant and home signals,
particularly with higher speed and heavier trains. Reports
were completed about sighting distances and locations of
distants on the NE line, the Serviceton line, the Geelong
line, Geelong - Ballarat, the Bendigo line, and the Caulfield
- Warragul line. It appears that only the NE line and
Serviceton lines were altered before the War intervened.
The work on the Serviceton line included the provision of
departure home signals (where not already provided) and
altering the locking so that distant signals were only re-
leased by the main line signals.

By the start of the second world war, the application of
the distant signal in Victoria was complex and far from
uniform . A clear distant signal normally indicated that a
route through the station was clear and the signals were
off, but there was no consistency as to whether the distant
applied to one or multiple routes. Where two signal boxes
controlled a station, however, a clear distant only indi-
cated that the route was only clear to arrive into a station
(but Benalla was an exception to even this rule!). Normally,
at single line crossing stations, the distant could normally
only be cleared for main line moves. At stations that were
not single line crossing stations the distant normally could
be cleared for multiple routes, but again this was not uni-
versally true. What the train crews made of this is not re-
corded!

Retention of multiple routes

I have no direct evidence of the policy position on distants
after the second world war, but the judging by the box
diagrams the situation certainly remained confused. It ap-
pears that the preference was for the distant to only apply
to the main route and this was the locking practice applied
to new works (e.g. Warragul). To give an idea of the range
of situations a driver could encounter, we will summarise
the status at different types of stations. This information
has been largely taken from box diagrams and represents
the position in the 1960s and onwards. Over time distants
were abolished (due to the interlocking being removed, or
resignalling), fixed, or altered to only apply for one route.
Some distants, however, could be cleared for multiple
routes into the 1980s.

At junction stations the situation was fairly clear. On
the NE, the Bendigo, and the Serviceton lines the distant
signal could only be cleared for the main line route. This
included North Ballarat Junction, Linton Junction, Lubeck,
Murtoa, Horsham, Dimboola, Carlsruhe, Redesdale Junc-
tion, Broadmeadows, Heathcote Junction, Mangalore,
Benalla and Springhurst. Warrenheip was an exception,
where the Up distant could be cleared for either the Geelong
or Bacchus Marsh lines. Presumably this was accepted as
the homes were approached by a heavy uphill gradient.
The Up distant at Warrenheip was fixed in February 1985.
It was subsequently restored to use, but only for the
Geelong line.

Outside these three lines, the distants at junction sta-
tions generally continued to apply to both the main line
and branches. This included South Geelong, Coleraine Junc-
tion, Gheringhap, Cressy, North Bendigo Junction,
Eaglehawk, Toolamba, Royal Park, North Fitzroy A (but
not to the Fitzroy line), Ringwood , Korumburra and
Strtford Junction. In general, the distant could only be
cleared for route through the main line at the station (not
the crossing loop) and then to the main line or branches.

There were exceptions, however, and at Toolamba and
Korumburra the Down distants could be cleared for the
main line or loop and then via either the main line or
branch. The distant signal generally remained workable
for the branches at these boxes until the interlocking was
abolished. The last such distant appears to have been at
Eaglehawk which was not abolished until October 1985,
but Gheringhap remained workable for either the Ballarat
or Cressy lines main line until May 1983. The Down distant
at Toolamba was fixed around 1971. At some junctions (e.g.
Birregurra and Irrewarre) the distant signal only applied
to the main line and not to the branch. At junction stations
with two boxes (Ararat, Maryborough and Korong Vale)
the distant signals only applied into the station anyway
and not over the branch.

Where a distant signal applied off a single line to mul-
tiple running roads (at other than single line crossing sta-
tions), the distant could apply for all running roads or for
just the main line with no apparent consistency. Distant
signals that applied to more than one route included
Geelong A and B, Korong Vale A and B, Sunshine,
Frankston, Benalla (from the Yarrawonga line only),
Springhurst, and Heidelberg. At other stations, the distant
only applied to the main route. This included North Geelong
C, Irrewarra, Birregurra, Ararat, Maryborough (from
Mildura and Castlemaine only - those at the other end were
fixed by 1953), Eaglehawk, Inglewood, and Warragul. At
Lubeck, Murtoa, Dimboola, and Horsham, the former dis-
tant from the branch was converted to a home and a new
fixed distant was provided further out.

Where a distant applied from a double line into multi-
ple running roads at a station, the distant generally contin-
ued to apply for multiple routes. This included Ballarat B,
Bendigo A, Graham, Port Melbourne B, Essendon,
Mordialloc, and Frankston. Port Melbourne B was interest-
ing in that the distant could be cleared for a move to either
platform road on the pier where, of course, it was very
definitely a terminus! An exception was Oakleigh B where
the Up distant only applied for the main line.

In July 1966 the Superintendent of Locomotive Run-
ning forwarded a complaint about alleged irregular signal
aspects at Mordialloc for the 11.15 am Down Naval Base
passenger train which ran non-stop through Mordialloc,
usually through No 2 Road (then, as now, the straight). The
driver complained that he had the distant at clear with the
route set for No 3 Road, requiring heavy braking to reduce
speed before the turnout to No 3. The response from the
Safeworking Office was that a proceed aspect on a distant
signal �merely indicates to the driver that the route is clear
and that all signals are off for the section ahead. On no
account does it indicate which route is to be taken or that
maximum speed through the interlocking is to be retained.�
It went on to state that at Mordialloc, the Down Distant
applied through No 1, 2, or 3 Roads - as it did in many other
places. Special instructions were subsequently issued to
the Signalmen at Mordialloc that express trains should be
routed via No 2 Road �if practicable�.

(Opposite) Port Melbourne B box, opened in May 1916, was situ-
ated at the end of the short double line branch from Graham and
worked the connections to Princess Pier, Port Melbourne. Al-
though the diagram does not show it, all the lines at the right hand
end of the diagram were actually on the pier. The platforms were
used by passengers transferring to and from ocean liners. The
tracks, of course, terminated at the end of the pier. Under these
circumstances, it is interesting that a working distant signal was
provided and that it could be cleared for either of the two platform
lines. The box was abolished in 1961, but the distant had been
fixed prior to this.
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Over time many of these distants were either abolished
(typically due provision of three position signalling, or
removal of the mechanical interlocking), altered to apply
to only one route, or fixed entirely. It would appear that
the was a program of fixing distants from single lines
around 1971 - this included Korong Vale B and the
Yarrawonga distant at Benalla. Even though the facility to
clear the distant for multiple routes was retained at many
boxes, it is not clear that the signallers continued to clear
the distant for other than the main line. I would have liked
to see if the Signalman at Ballarat B box cleared the Up
Distant for the Overland to arrive into No 1 Road.

In 1987 the new edition of the rulebook finally defined
the meaning of a distant at proceed: �Except where other-
wise provided, a  Distant Signal at the proceed position
indicates that:- All other Fixed Signals applicable to the
same Line as the Distant Signal are also at proceed.� Note
that this was more or less what the Safeworking Office said
about Mordialloc in 1966, and it does not say that the dis-
tant applies to only one route. In the 1994 Rulebook the
definition has been slightly rewritten, but the sense is the
same.

Perhaps the last boxes where the distant signal could
clear for more than one route were Bendigo A and Ballarat
B, where the distant signal could be cleared for either plat-
form. These lasted until the stations were resignalled in
1989 and 1992 respectively.

The rulebook

It is interesting to consider why the rulebook, until 1987,
was silent on the meaning of the distant signal when �off�.
The rulebook was equally silent on the meaning of the
other two position signals, homes and discs, when �off�. In
this the Victorian Rulebook was simply following the lead
of the British rulebooks which similarly failed to define
the meaning of the signal when �off�. There are several
possible reasons for this omission:

* The meaning at �off� was simply the inverse of
the meaning at �on�. In the case of the distant, the
meaning at �on� was to be prepared to stop at the
Home signal, so the meaning at �off� would be
that the driver need not be prepared to stop at
the Home. Interestingly, while this turns out to
be a good working definition of the meaning of
the distant signal when �off� in Victoria, it is
clearly does not reflect the later meaning of �all
the signals in advance at this signalbox are off�.

* A signal when �off� logically did not exist, and so
no special meaning needed to be ascribed to it.
Fixed signals evolved from hand signals, which
only had a meaning when the signaller was stand-
ing at the lineside displaying them. This concep-
tual interpetation may be the reason why fixed
signals originally �disappeared� when off - they
moved inside the post, or were turned edge on
to the line.

* It was too difficult to define the meaning of a
signal at �off�. While the general meaning was
�proceed at line speed�, there would be many rea-
sons why it actually would not be safe to do so.
As it would be difficult to list all of these, the
meaning was left undefined to place the onus on

the train crews to carefully look out and detect
any problems. This cynical view did reflect the
views of early management that anything (e.g.
the block system) that lessened the attention of
the train crew was dangerous, and the later views
of employees that the Rulebook was a means of
assigning blame to staff.

* That in a route signalling system, the meaning
of any individual signal was specific to its loca-
tion (proceed from X to Y), and the actual mean-
ing was assigned in the printed lists of signals or
signal diagrams. Unfortunately, in Victoria, the
printed lists and diagrams normally simply de-
scribed distants as �Up Distant� or �Down Dis-
tant�. Given the range of route applications of
distants in Victoria, it is hard to understand why
their exact meaning was not listed in the Book of
Signals and on the signalling diagram.

Conclusion
So, in answer raised at the beginning of the article, the
meaning of a distant signal at clear in Victoria depended
on the date and location. Prior to the first world war a clear
distant indicated that the next signal was at clear, but did
not indicate (generally) a specific route. Depending on how
the signalman worked the signals, it may also have meant
that the route was completely clear through the station.
From around 1910, the locking was altered so that distants
were released by all the home signals in advance, but still
by any main route. A formal exception was made for distants
at stations with two signalboxes where the distant only
applied into the station, not through it. In 1922 the policy
was changed so that distants at single line crossing stations
could only be cleared for the main route. As the necessary
locking alterations were only implemented slowly, this
lead to a very confusing situation. Just prior to the second
world war the VR made the application of the distant con-
sistent along the NE and Serviceton main lines. After the
war there was a slow standardisation, but this was largely
not as a result of policy. It appears that at new boxes, dis-
tant signals were only released by the main route. Some
distant signals were fixed, and many others were abol-
ished as the mechanical interlockings were replaced, or
power signalling provided. Today there are very few dis-
tant signals in service, and the only location where they
could apply to more than one route is Marshall.

The diversity in the meaning of a distant signal when
off in Victoria was a risk. This risk was managed - particu-
larly by the program of altering the distants on the high
speed country lines. No doubt the Railways considered
that at other locations speed was relatively slow and/or
the approach view of the home signals was relatively good.
None-the-less, I would consider that the Victorian Rail-
ways were lucky that they did not have an accident due to
the loco crew misunderstanding the routing implied by a
clear distant.

(Opposite) The new Royal Park box, attached to the station build-
ing, was opened in 1923. This was the diagram in 1938 and shows
that the Down distant 5 could be cleared for either the Coburg or
North Fitzroy lines. The signalling for working the terminating
electric trains from North Fitzroy in the Up platform will be noted.
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BELERAINE PENISULAR RAILWAY 2011
Brian Coleman
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CENTRAL HIGHLANDS TOURIST RAILWAY 2011
Brian Coleman

VICTORIAN GOLDFIELDS RAILWAY 2011
Brian Coleman
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SIGNALLING ALTERANTION

(Continued from page 94)

09)
SW 147/07 is cancelled.

(20.09.2011) Nar Nar Goon - Sale (SW 115/11, WN 37)
Diagrams 106/11 (Nar Nar Goon - Drouin), 108/11 (Warragul - Yarragon), 110/11 (Trafalgar - Hernes
Oak Loop), 112/11 (Morwell - Morwell Industrial Siding), 114/11 (Traralgon) and 116/11 (Rosedale -
Sale) replaced 64/06 (Nar Nar Goon - Warragul), 66/06 (Yarragon - Moe), 28/10 (Hernes Oak -
Maryvale) and 4/10 (Traralgon - Sale) as in service.

(20.09.2011) Lyndbrook Loop - Cranbourne (SW 338/11, WN 37)
Diagram 33/11 (Lyndbrook Loop - Cranbourne) replaced 33/08. Note that Diagram 63/10 was not
issued.

(27.09.2011) Inverleigh (SW 117/11, WN 38)
Diagram 160/11 (Gheringhap) replaced 66/07 account alterations to the standard gauge signalling (at
Inverleigh?). It appears that the main line points at Inverleigh are now secured by an electric locks
released by V5P keyswitches. Up and Down Repeating signals GV979 and GV1040 were provided.

27.09.2011 Waitchie (TON 252/11, WN 39)
On Tuesday, 27.9., Waitchie siding was booked back into service. TON 555/11 was cancelled.

(30.09.2011) Belgrave (A14/11)
All points and signals at Belgrave East have been restored to service. A12/11 is cancelled.

(04.10.2011) Newport (SW 353/11, WN 39)
Commencing forthwith, NPT721 will be temporarily fixed at Stop and Down routes from No 1 Platform
will not be available.

14.10.2011 Emerald (A 16/11)
The locking on the turntable has been upgraded. The locks at each end of the deck have been connected
and are operated by a small point lever mounted at one end of the deck. The locks are engaged when the
lever is normal. The lever is locked normal by a wedge lock and padlock.

25.10.2011 Tottenham Loop - Somerton Loop (ARTC TN 4861/11, WN 39)
At 1030 hours on Sunday, 25.10., CTC control of the line between Tottenham Loop Home TOT/8 and
Somerton Loop Home SOM/8 was transferred from NCCS Junee Control to the Melbourne Metro
controller at NCCW Mile End.


